1972 trans am

Show quality Vivid Blue with White accents. One of the rarest 2nd gen Trans Am ever made.
One of only Factory 4 speed cars with only total Trans Am's built in Frame off rotisserie
restoration of body by GM Muscle works. Date coded Trans Am replacement WM code.
Complete engine rebuild and dyno by Southern Style Racing Engines. Dyno proved Pump gas
friendly. Factory Muncie M Factory Safe-T- Track Posi rear end. Complete professional rebuild
of carburetor. POA update valve. All new dash. Classic industries 17in. New Soft Ray glass all
the way around. Power windows. New custom deluxe black interior including new OER dash
and upgraded 3 point retractable seat belt system. New GM approved floor mats with
embroidered Trans Am emblems. All this and MUCH more!!!!!! Performance tires. Always
garaged. This is a high end restored car with great attention to detail. Visit NADAguides. That
being said I must warn you that if you are shy or do not like people with interest in muscle cars.
DO NOT buy this car. It truly stands out in a crowd and many people will want to know all about
it. The car is a blast to drive and many people will be honking and thumbs up as you are
transported to another day and time in your life. If I were medically able I would drive this car till
the wheels fell off! I am not selling this car because I want to; it is because I have to. New poly
bushing thru out suspension system. New upper and lower ball joints. Complete engine rebuild
by Southern Style Racing Engines. Below are our terms of sale to protect all parties. By
submitting an offer. Buyers will contact the seller within 48 hours of auction ending to confirm
payment and transport arrangements. If you do not contact the seller within 48 hours. The seller
must receive full payment within 7 days unless other approved arrangements are made. Ask all
questions before bidding. Buyers Choice Marketing is a third party marketing service and is not
responsible for any accidental misrepresentation of any vehicle for sale due to typographical
error or undisclosed flaws. Buyers Choice is advertising this vehicle for a private seller. We
make every attempt to represent vehicles accurately. This vehicle is sold as is. We cannot be
held responsible for inaccuracies in the presentation and description of the vehicles we are
marketing for private sellers. Please address all of your questions or concerns regarding this
vehicle before you place a bid. Auctions containing errors will be relisted with corrected
information. We also reserve the right to end an auction at our discretion. All vehicles are
advertised in other venues; therefore they may be subject to prior sale. We will terminate all
auctions as soon as we are notified a sale. On Dec at PST. It did very well. The car took Best of
Show All Pontiacs. The car took Best of Show Modified to Car. Other Pontiac classic cars for
sale. Last week, we looked over a classic Porsche that, underneath the funky mix of updated
body panels , was likely a solid restoration candidate. This week, we're back with a Pontiac
Trans Am. Pontiac Trans Ams have always seemed like the classiest pony cars to us. A Trans
Am may still be a mullet-mobile to some, but it's a well-coiffed mullet in a tux. The Trans Am is
the thinking man's pony car. No matter what generation you're talking, Trans Ams offer an ideal
blend of performance, luxury, and tech compared to their contemporaries. That, along with
some prominent film roles, have made them desirable to a group of enthusiasts. Typically,
Trans Ams tend to me more exclusive as well, adding to the mystique. That's especially true for
the Trans Am seen here. Due to a labor strike that lasted days, just 1, Trans Ams were produced
in Like all Trans Ams, this one's powered by a HO rated at horsepower. According to the ad, this
is the numbers matching engine for the car, and the original window sticker and Protect-O-Plate
is included with the sale. The engine has been freshly rebuilt, and "runs fantastic" per the
listing. It will need some work to be safe to drive, but overall, it's a highly original, remarkably
complete example of a rare and desirable muscle car. From the photos, it's clear that this Trans
Am will need some body work, particular around the rear quarter panels. There, the Cameo
White paint has flaked off, revealing rust underneath. The blue striping that runs down the
center of the hood, roof, and trunk of the Trans Am is all but gone, bleached out by decades of
exposure to the sun. The interior is in surprisingly good shape. It shows a little wear, but for a
car that's almost a half century old, it looks pretty good from the photos. You might expect an
exorbitant price for a rare, mostly original, numbers-matching muscle car with documentation
â€” even one that needs work, like this one. They specialize in this kind of thing, and their
inventory alone could keep the "Rock or Restore" column going for months. If we were lucky
enough to take this one home, we'd address the rest of this Trans Am's mechanical issues and
then drive it as-is for quite a while. As rare as it is, we actually think it might attract more
attention in its current state. It's got a story to tell. What say you? Would you restore this Trans
Am back to its former glory right away? Or, would you rather enjoy its well-earned patina for a
while first? Car crash: Tiger Woods had a rod inserted in his leg during an emergency surgery
after a high-speed crash. Biden plans order to bolster US supply chains, spurred by last year's
scramble for COVID medical gear and looming crisis in chips for electric cars. Load Error.
Microsoft and partners may be compensated if you purchase something through recommended
links in this article. Found the story interesting? Like us on Facebook to see similar stories. I'm

already a fan, don't show this again. Send MSN Feedback. How can we improve? Please give an
overall site rating:. Privacy Statement. Opens in a new window Opens an external site Opens an
external site in a new window. Home Gallery Contact. A True 70's Muscle Car. In , the two stock
colors available were either Cameo White or Lucerne Blue. This is one of the rare " custom
color code " delivered. A complete historical package I purchased from Pontiac Historical
Services proves this to be true and authentic. Check out the Photo Gallery. This picture was
taken in , the year I bought my Trans Am and I was eighteen years old. After two fun years
culminating in the summer of , I parked the car for engine repair and never drove it again. The
plan now is to restore it and enjoy the thunder once again. All told only Trans Ams were
completed at the plant, over 2, Firebird and Camaro models were in various stages of assembly
when the strike ended, but as these cars would not meet the new Federal standards, these cars
were all scrapped! Automatics out numbered the 4-speed cars by nearly two-to-one with an to
margin. The Trans Am production would hold the distinction of being the second lowest in
history; and this is one of the automatics of that year. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist.
This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens
in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Start of add to list
layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Jan 17, PST. May not ship to
Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other
items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. About this vehicle This Pontiac Trans Am
is a modified vehicle. This is offered for sale by the original owner. The vehicle runs great.
Seller's Notes just finished resto. Exterior beautiful trans am resto mod this car is originally
white exterio. Edelbrock fuel injection system with a brand new para cord in the fuel tank with
an electric pump professionally installed electronic ignition and electric fans. Back to home
page Return to top. Copyright Experian Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian
provides these reports to you on an "as is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the
comprehensiveness or accuracy of the reports. If you have any questions about the reports,
contact Experian. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Ended: Jan 17, PST. Shipping: May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller:
gianniktmsmc Seller's other items. Interior Engine. Set an alert to be notified of new listings.
Now showing page 1 of 1. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert? Dealership Showcased.
Matching number cubic inch ram air III engine, automatic transmission, power steering, power
br Contact Seller. Auction Vehicle. Private Seller. Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in.
Power comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original,
and the car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired
by the seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title.
This Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles
and is powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a
shale leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both
Maryland and Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes
an electronic driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with
active handling. This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model
year, and it is a one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over
a charcoal leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been
freshly repainted in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue
leather interior and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8
paired with a 4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was
subsequently relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our
app. Help Center. About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career
Opportunities. Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of
the company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Set an alert to be
notified of new listings. Now showing page 1 of 2. Browse Category. Search Tools. Set an Alert?
Custom ordered in anaconda gold with black vinyl top and black interior. Here is an supreme
example of a Pontiac Firebird Formula One Owner and every documentatio This Pontiac Firebird
is a Formula tribute that also has some great custom elements to celebra Dealership
Showcased. Matching number cubic inch ram air III engine, automatic transmission, power
steering, power br Contact Seller. Auction Vehicle. This is a beautiful car that is a metallic
lime-green in color and the paintwork is done to a very For sale in our Atlanta showroom is a

fantastic Pontiac Firebird Formula. This Pontiac Fi We're not going to get hung up on how rare a
Pontiac Firebird Trans Am is fairly or how Refine Search? Also be sure to view results in. Power
comes from a recently tuned 5. Thefactory red cloth interior and white top are original, and the
car was garage-kept under previous ownership. This third-generation GT was acquired by the
seller in andis offered with the owner's manual, service records, and a clear Florida title. This
Chevrolet Corvette convertible 50th Anniversary Edition has just under 29k actual miles and is
powered by an LS1 5. Finished in Anniversary EditionRed with a tan cloth soft top over a shale
leather interior, the car was originally sold in New Jersey and later resided in both Maryland and
Pennsylvania before being relocated to Florida beginning in Equipment includes an electronic
driver information center, head-up display, and independent suspension with active handling.
This Dodge Stealth hatchback is one of produced in Kutani Red for the model year, and it is a
one-owner original car showing only 38k miles. It is finished in Kutani Red over a charcoal
leather interior and is powered by a 3. This Cadillac Brougham sedan has been freshly repainted
in its factory color. It shows just 98k miles from new, retaining its original blue leather interior
and a fully refurbished air conditioning system. The car is powered by a ci V8 paired with a
4-speed automatic transmission. It was originally sold in El Paso, Texas, and was subsequently
relocated to Arizona. Sign up for our daily newsletter. Get Newsletter. Get our app. Help Center.
About ClassicCars. Contact Us. Our Sponsors. Business Advertisers. Career Opportunities.
Read The Journal. Privacy Policy. All other trademarks are the property of their respective
owners. Our Awards x. This prestigious accolade represents the continued growth of the
company, and ClassicCars. The Stevie Awards, the world's premier business awards
recognized ClassicCars. In The Journal, brought to you by ClassicCars. Make Pontiac. Model
Trans Am. Automatic Transmission, Air Conditioning, Power front disc brakes. Power steering,
PowerWindows. Car was originally a nicely optioned Firebird Espirit V Body is nice, no dents or
dings. Frame, trunk, floorpans all solid no rust. Paint looks excellent with a nice shine Car runs
great, pulls strong and shifts smooth. Does not run hot even in 90 degree temps. New Bilstein
shocks. New exhaust with original style transverse muffler. Awesome Alpine sound system. The
car starts right up and idles perfect and runs as it should The car handles and drives amazingly.
Hood shaker scoop even has the functioning flapper door! This is a very nice looking car that
draws attention everywhere. Its a dependable fun car that you can drive daily and enjoy. More
pics available upon request. Performance Headers Decals all nice. Awesome Condition.. Bass
unit in trunk Fun to drive. For Financing Try JJ Best I have used them in the past. Please inspect
before purchase. Buyer responsible for any shipping or delivery. Please verify that you have
funding, space, and permission to get this car. Please no bidders with a score less than 10
without prior contact. Car is also for sale locally, so auction may end at any time. Starts right up
and runs strong. Trans Am engine NOM. Power front disc brakes. Car was originally a Firebird
Espirit V8. Not a real Trans am. Paint is shiny Other options include a AM FM cassette radio with
amp and a trunk bass unit sounds great , factory rear defrost, factory AC, Factory power
windows, power brakes and power steering. The car runs and drives amazingly. This car gets a
lot of attention. Dependable fun car that you can drive daily and enjoy. Not a trailer queen
Transmission shifts perfectly!! Runs perfect, GM quality and reliability. This car is priced low for
what it is. The and newer models out there just don't have the style or desirability. The authentic
colors on this car are stunning. If you need to ship the car I can help you locate a reasonable
car shipper Very rare, lowest production year total Trans Ams built - compared to , in !! Never
lets me down, the Air Conditioning blows cold yes it actually works great , drives down the road
as good as a new car. No rust, beautiful paint - has been repainted at some time and still looks
fantatstic. All original interior that also looks brand new. Please look closely at the photos, the
gaps, the dash, trunk, engine. She's a sweet machine that has its born with matching numbers
engine. Also last year for the Functional shaker hood which also works and is really cool to
watch open when you give her the gas. This is a no excuse car that you can actually drive, enjoy
and watch your investment appreciate - not just numbers on a statement! Please contact me
with any questions. Thank you. Larry One of only Factory 4 speed cars with only total Trans
Am's built in Frame off rotisserie restoration by GM Muscle works. Complete engine rebuild by
Southern Style Racing Engines. Dyno proved Factory Muncie M22, close ratio 4 speed, rock
crusher with factory Hurst shifter. Factory , Safe-T- Track Posi rear end. New coil springs up
front and new leaf springs in rear with heavy duty sway bars front and rear. New poly bushing
thru out suspension system. New upper and lower ball joints. Complete professional rebuild of
carburetor, transmission and factory refurbished Hurst shifter. All new dash, engine and
forward lighting wiring harness. New Classic industries 17in. Honeycomb wheels. New Soft Ray
glass all the way around. Power windows, power brakes, and power steering. New, custom
deluxe Black interior with upgraded 3 point retractable seat belt system. New GM approved floor
mats with embroidered Trans Am emblems. New, stainless steel, 18 gal fuel tank with stainless

steel lines. New 4 core Alum radiator and fan clutch. All this and MUCH more!!!!!! Only driven
miles since restoration. National Marketing Classifieds is listing this vehicle for a Private Seller.
This item may also be for sale locally, National Marketing Classifieds reserves the right to
cancel bids and end this auction early. By Bidding or Purchasing on this item you agree that
you have spoken to the Owner about all aspects of the item including; price, location,
description, condition, payment terms, transportation, licensing, taxes, insuring. You also
understand that National Marketing Classifieds does not have this item in our possession and
cannot guarantee the accuracy of the auction description. This is a true time capsule. You're
looking at a 3-owner unrestored car with just at original miles. It comes with original manuals,
original window sticker, and copies of mileage statements. The only things not original are
some normal maintenance items like hoses, belts, and battery. The options include: Cameo
white exterior paint, blue cloth interior, hood decal, L37 4. Ram Air H. With just 39, documented
original miles, this classic retains a whole lot of its originality. Driven less than miles since
when it was added to a large car collection and sat undisturbed until At this time the motor was
rebuilt to factory specs due to sitting for almost 40 years. It also received its first repaint in the
correct Polar white then put back in storage. The original open face alternator was rebuilt. Other
than new pads, the brake system has never been touched and the car brakes well. The car sits
on its original wheels with BF Goodrich tires that were put on the car in Yes, they are 45 years
old but I could not bring myself to remove them. The interior retains all its original components
except the carpet and shifter boot Which I have. Has the rare working rear defroster and tilt
wheel. Absolutely everything thing works including the clock, dome light, tach, heater, all
factory gauges, all lights and even the horn. The radio was removed prior to but still has front
and rear factory speakers. Interior is in very nice shape. The exterior as mentioned was
repainted in It is believed to retain all its original sheet metal with no rust repair ever. The body
is straight and tight. Doors do not sag and operate like new. Overall, very nice driver quality
paint. During this time, a prototype sunroof was installed to GM factory production standards
but was never available as an option as Pontiac went with the T-tops. It works great and does
not leak. The other notable change during this time was a Pontiac aluminum intake was
installed possibly to mimic the Ram Air IV motor. It retains the quad 4-bbl with a manual choke.
The car was never raced and was believed to be used for promotional purposes. I have tried to
be as descriptive as possible with the knowledge I have concerning this car. I have included as
many high-quality photos as allowed. The link below will provide even more photos, two
running videos and PHS documentation. Have a number of other quality vehicles for sale.
Shipping all over the world! Selling to some of the largest car collections on the planet. We can
assist in arranging an inspection.. I can help arrange all domestic and international shipments
of the vehicle and ensure it successfully crosses any International Border so you GET your car
and its title hassle free. This may not be my vehicle as I often just advertise them for their
respective owners, therefore I take no responsibility for the representation about the vehicle
and I am not liable for a vehicle you get that may not be up to your expectations. Every piece of
description is purely the opinion of the owner. We accept the description and representation as
provided from the owner, but can help verify items and issues for you upon request BEFORE
you bid. Bid only if you accept all these terms as the high bid takes the vehicle! An invoice with
payment instructions will be sent to you shortly after the auction has ended. Non-paying high
bidders will be fully pursued in a Court of Law for the full purchase price of the vehicle and all
related expenses. Hello and welcome to my auction please read this Message First!! My ad's are
different. I try to put Lot's of Pictures and they take a few minutes to download. I feel they were
Maintained better. There is a Free Autocheck in the ad. Although sometimes I can't pass up a
good project It is a HD video so you may have to pause it and let it download a few minutes but
you'll love it. This car is listed on other sites and is for sale. This Auction could end before its
end date if sold elsewhere. Most of my EBAY auctions have the best offer button. I am a nice
and Sociable person, ring me up if you have any questions about the car or if you have any
problems looking at my ad here. Thank you very much for your time and considering my
Vehicle. Be sure to add me to your favorites list! Check out my store for more great Unique and
Classic Cars. This car runs is a good runner but has been sitting awhile so is going to need
some work to get it running. I used to start these cars up once a month or so to keep all the
seals tight and the cars running but have not been able to keep up on that for awhile. This car
was a runner before I parked it and I'm sure wouldn't take much to get it going again. Maybe
even just a battery. The fuel should be drained as its years old Who knows you may replace a
Fuel pump Water pump or something But a Bit of tinkering and this car is set to go the pictures
were from last summer so maybe a sticker is more peeled up or some minor something but this
is a Tight car that is a Orig 4spd Trans Am. Drive it around and Enjoy it until you decide to pull it
apart and restore it.. No i wouldent do it after you drained the fuel either it has not been on a trip

that long in God knows how long. The exterior of this car is beautiful. It is a bright orange in
color with the big black and silver bird on the hood and matching decals. The paint is in very
good shape still and shines up nice. It is a little faded right now just from sitting but when
buffed comes out very nice. This car does have a sunroof which someone put in and should be
sealed up when restored it isnt a leaker though although im sure it will at some point. The body
is very straight on this car and it doesn't have any visible rust. The previous owner installed a
few extra exterior lights which you can see. Has a very cool set of aftermarket Gold Wire Wheels
and a set of White Walls Tires that really give this car a unique look. They also put fender flares
on the car which really makes it look unique. I have never seen them Before This is a 2 Owner
car that came from Arizona and never seen the road in the winter anywhere it is ready to tinker
around on It has the black interior with vinyl seats. The seats are actually in very good shape.
The front seats have seat covers on them which have kept them protected. The carpets are not
in that great of shape and should probably be replaced. The door panels, dash, headliner are all
in very good shape for this year of car. Someone took good care of the car over the years and it
shows. This car is just a rare beauty that you won't find another one like. This is a cool car that
someone put some time and money into to get looking good. With a little TLC you will have
yourself a great car. I took pictures of every detail of this car so you can get the full picture and
know exactly what you are getting. If there is any other questions or any other pictures you
would like please let us know. Call anytime with questionsâ€¦. The carpet has some rips in it.
There are some small cracks in the dash. This car is a classic car and is in some need of
restoration. Everything is pictured and in the video. Please be advised that used vehicles will
have typical scratches and dings inherent for their year and mechanical parts are subject to fail.
I welcome a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle Prior to the auction ending. Buyer is responsible for any inspection charges
and fees. This vehicle is being sold "as is. Manufacturers warranties may still apply. Out of state
buyers are responsible for all state, county, local SMOG city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. This takes place in your state and is
your responsibility this is a Auction. All financial transactions must be completed within seven
7 days of auction ending. If you don't know anything about buying cars go buy a brand new
Honda Civic or a Ford focus. Please don't waste my time or yours by not asking questions or
not thinking about what you are getting into. Yes a 65 corvette that needs restored is super kool
but you wont be pushing it to work everyday!! I describe my vehicles better than most just use
common sense is my point. I won't explain it to your wife later if you need permission well then
get a note first or have me butter her up for you before you bid ; After the auction has ended,
the sale is final. Please contact me to arrange payment a. Any amounts paid on this vehicle are
non refundable, The high bidder is the new owner of the vehicle, and expected to take delivery
of such within the allotted time. Cashier's check, bank wire transfer or cash is only accepted in
person. I do not accept Pay Pal on large purchases. I have tried to disclose all information
known about this vehicle for auction. Please call our offices immediatly upon winning the item,
and we will give full payment instructions. Full payment should be made within one week of the
auction's end. I know you'll want the vehicle soon so I have no worries about anyone being
unreasonable about this! Vehicle and title must be shipped back to us within 3-days of its
arrival. It must not have more than additional miles and must be in the same condition as stated
on the original bill of lading from the transportation company. Buyer will receive full refund
minus paperwork and prep fees, shipping charges and minus any damage incurred while in
possession of the buyer or transportation company. We will not pay or reimburse any shipping.
I source my inventory from auctions friends and 30 years of establishing networks, friends,
customers, and just folks who know me and call me up with a car they saw. I just love having
these jewels around. Many of our first time buyers become repeat buyers, referring family and
friends to us buying more cars or ordering the parts to fix up their toys. Enjoy your new
investment. Shipping Information Over the years I have literally sold over cars. I Specialize in
Unique cars that sell on a Worldwide level this has gotten me tons of Experience with Shipping
Your car right to your door. Most of our cars are located in San Diego or Montana which creates
a bit different costs but for the most part the same. These are rough estimates but it is
Guaranteed to cost in between those amounts somewhere please Call Nathan Wratislaw
Anytime at I may be able to get it a bit closer if I know the exact town. Also these are Door to
Door Shipping charges make sure thats what you get when you get a quote port to port is a
whole differnent thing and will cost you more in the end. Sometimes buyers are worried about
Shipping or picking their car up. Shipping can take weeks from when we receive your payment.
Some states are different than others and have different requirements for registration I have
Clean and Clear Titles on all cars I sell. Your title will ALWAYS Follow your car in the mail and
depending on your states requirements may take If they require it to be sent back in Rest

assured we are here to assist you with shipping, Registration the whole Deal right to the end not
just to sell you a car! European Bidders You are welcome to bid!!! Taxes, Duty etc is your
responsibility to figure out for your place of registration the quotes above are in US Dollars
Please contact me at if you have any questions Missoula Auto Auction Hwy 93 NStevensville,
MT We have over cars in stock, below are links to some of our Newest Listing. Eng Chevrolet
Concours Nova Sedan 5. These terms and conditions shall be construed, and the rights and
obligations of the parties hereunder shall be determined in accordance with Montana law
without regard to choice of law doctrines. You agree to submit to the jurisdiction of Montana
courts for any action relating to or arising under these terms and conditions. Venue for any
action arising under or relating to this transaction shall be in the court of appropriate
jurisdiction for Ravalli County, Montana. If any proceeding is brought to enforce a parties' rights
under these terms and conditions, the losing party shall pay all costs and attorneys' fees of the
prevailing party. All specs, dimensions and disclosures are believed to be correct but cannot be
guaranteed or warranted. Feedback is very important and as you can see, we have a high rating
of customer satisfaction on eBay. We will not fold to any type of extortion after a sale. That is a
deal in itself. Not only do we save you money off of retail prices, but we wish to make this a safe
and fun experience for all of our customers and treat everyone like family. You will recieve a 40
day State License Tag to drive your car until u get a chance to register it in your county. All of
your paperwork title and tags will be sent priority mail or UPS. You are bidding on a preowned
vehicle. Preowned vehicles are not perfect. Please do not expect perfection. Every effort has
been made to deliver an accurate description, but it is possible to miss deficiencies. MILEAGE:
we are a liquidation trust and it is virtually impossible for us to certify that the mileage is correct
on the vehicle that we list because the vehicle has not been in our possession since new. The
mileage stated in our listing is the mileage shown on the odometer at the time the photo was
taken. Federal Odometer law requires us to mark the title EXEMPT if the vehicle is years or
older, or has a 5 digit odometer unless otherwise noted. Montana muscle will not be held liable
for misnomers. No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness,
imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification
purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty of any type. We are not authorized to
reimburse for any transportation, shipping, plane tickets or repairs. Remember some of these
cars are a decade or older and they may be new to you, but that doesn't change the fact that
they are used cars and repairs may be needed at any time regardless of how short a time period
you have owned the car. While we try to service any known defects it is still possible for used
vehicles to need service or repairs the first days or weeks of ownership. NOT likely, but
possible. Since these vehicles are used, please remember that books, extra keys, remote entry
keys, CD cartridges, etc We will not be responsible for these minor accessories. These items
are all replaceable at any local factory dealer or right here on eBay for a few dollars. Montana
State law permits automobile dealerships up to days to transfer titles. Our title clerks wait a
minimum of business days from the date of receiving a check before sending out a title. PayPal
can be used for the payment of the deposit only. The balance is due and payable on or before
7-days after the end of the auction. Acceptable forms of payment include cash in person green
dollar bills, a certified check, a cashiers check, a money order, or a bank wire transfer. Make the
check or money order payable to Missoula Auto Auction. Payments by money order, certified or
cashiers check should be mailed to: Missoula Auto AuctionAttention: Mr. Nathan Wratislaw Hwy
93 Stevensville, MT For bank routing instructions for payment by wire transfer please call
Samantha Wratislaw at 5. If, within seven 7 calendar days of the auction end all moneys are not
received then buyer shall, at sellers option, be liable for sellers actual damages or forfeit the
deposit as liquidated damages. Indefinite suspension is a suspension of a user's privilege to
use the eBay site for more than days with no definite reinstatement date. Indefinite suspensions
are generally reserved for the more serious violations of eBay rules, or for repeated violations
of eBay rules. Indefinitely suspended users may be reinstated by eBay in its discretion, though
eBay may determine at any time that the suspension is permanent. Users who have been
indefinitely suspended may not register with eBay during the suspension, nor may they use
eBay's site in any way. Failure to abide by this restriction will lead to referral for criminal
prosecution with the United States Attorney's Office for the Northern District of California. Good
luck bidding. This is not a game, this is a real auction, and this is a real item. Add me to your
Favorite sellers Call Anytime! Nathan European Bidders You are welcome to bid!!! Taxes, Duty
etc is your responsibility to figure out for your place of registration the quotes above are in US
Dollars Please contact me at if you have any questions. Check out my other items! Thats right
the Small Tiny Dehydrated Marshmallows just like the ones in your favorite breakfast cereal or
Hot coco mix, add them to your Mocha's Oatmeal, or any Cereal. This is your Lucky day. These
Charms are the perfect gift or treat for family and friends Or buy a car from me and get The

Cereal Marshmallows for FREE ;-p You like Pontiac Power! You have come to the right place
Pontiac Trans Am! Buy it now lowered again! Engine upgraded to the best D port ever built The
block with the 66 heads! HUGE power here! Runs Strong! Same owner for over 25 Years! Just
installed a replacement nose with good bumper valance etc.. Rare color combonation Red
exterior white interior from factory! Solid car for the age clean trunk clean frame rails Look at
the rear rims impossible to find 10 inch wide Cragar SS rims Worth alone! The exterior paint,
trim and interior would show normal wear, needing only minor reconditioning. May also be a
deteriorated restoration or a very poor amateur restoration. When determining a value for a
daily driver, it is recommended that the subscriber use the low retail value. It could be an older
restoration or a well-maintained original vehicle. Completely operable. The exterior paint, trim,
and mechanics are presentable and serviceable inside and out. It could be a completely
restored or an extremely well-maintained original vehicle showing very minimal wear. The
exterior paint, trim, and mechanics are not in need of reconditioning. The interior would be in
excellent condition. It would generally be in a museum or transported in an enclosed trailer to
concourse judging and car shows. This type of car would be stored in a climate-regulated
facility. The car runs drives stops has exhaust leak and tires are older but rare car and priced to
go! Model Firebird. It is a full frame-off restoration on a rock solid southern Firebird body. All
the chrome and bright work has been either replaced or completely reconditioned. During the
restoration the color was changed to Lucerne Blue with the correct Trans Am decals on the
hood, roof and deck lid. The engine compartment also has the correct foot pedal operated
functional Ram Air hood scoop. On the inside a new and correct optional deluxe black interior
was professionally installed, along with a new dash pad. The correct rpm redline tachometer
and mph speedo was installed as was all new wire harnesses. Additionally, the tachometer and
all the gauges were checked and replaced, if needed. One rare bird! This is a great car that is
worthy of going to a good home! It will make a great addition to any car collection. It can be
shown, driven and enjoyed! Warranty Information This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with
no warranty, expressed written or implied. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct
description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection
therewith. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to
have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that
judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known
defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller
assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle.
Payment: Items will not be available for pickup or shipping until full payment is received and
cleared by our local bank. Buyer has 5 days to pay. Warranty: Equipment is covered by
manufacturers warranty only. You will be responsible for return shipping. Availability: We
reserve the right to remove this listing due to on-site sales. With collecting and selling cars for
over 40 years it was the next natural progression. We have had customers calling PHS looking
to sell their cars and also asking if they knew of any nice vehicles out there for years. We strive
to sell the nicest vehicles around and will not sell anything that we would not be proud to have
in our own garage. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best to
accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car
before the end of the auction. This vehicle is being sold as is, where is with no warranty,
expressed written or implied. Very Hard to find early 70's all numbers matching Firebird
Formula Put your restoration time and money into a car that will give you a return on
investment. So many people dump money into restorations that they never can recover as the
rest of the market has very little interest in what they restored. This is a real-deal Formula How
often do you find a real 72 Formula project plus one that is all numbers matching? There are a
fair amount of plain-Jane base Firebirds and Esprits, some Formula 's, but very few true
Formula models. This Formula will hold its own against stock Trans Ams. Rated at more horse
power than the 77 W72 Bandit Motors. The engine may need to be rebuilt as it has been 44 years
since it left the factory. It does not run and needs to be broken loose. Factory Formula hood and
factory dual snorkel air cleaner that still sports the GM decal. Try to find these OEM. The
driver's corner of the hood has a small corner piece that will need to be re-fiberglassed on.
Piece is included. Please note the correct one year only grilles. See photo for parts included -Light bezels and buckets, turn signal lamps and housings, engine pulleys, window trim, loaded
calipers, 1. I am not included all of the parts needed to restore the car, but the ones shown are
included. Floor pans appear solid; trunk pan will need small patch, right quarter needs small
patches around wheel well. Rockers, doors, and front fenders are solid. Include replacement top
metal dash plate as original has rust in corners by windshield, I do not know if rust has gone
below metal plate or not. The fenders do not appear to be the originals but they a
2008 toyota yaris owners manual
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re period correct, one has the valance bracket and the other valance bracket comes with the
parts. The doors may be from a 74 but I am not totally sure. Interior is in good condition and
almost complete. This is sold as a project and as such the complete condition of the car is
unknown. Contact me via eBay with your questions. This is not a run-of-the-mill standard
Firebird with only a Pontiac and the standard Firebird suspension. It was a hot machine when it
left the factory, and is a real-deal Formula Once my banker says your cashier's check has
cleared I will release the car to your shipper. Shipping costs and arrangements are all on you.
Thanks for checking this posting! Elk Grove, CA. Oregon City, OR. Collegedale, TN. Chester
Twp, NJ. Rock Hill, SC. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Cars for Sale Pontiac Trans Am
Category - Mileage Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Pontiac Model Firebird. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel.

